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ABSTRACT

1

An interesting approach to pairing devices involves the use of a
vibrational channel, over which the keying material (e.g., a short
PIN) is sent. This approach is efficient (only a unidirectional transfer of PIN is needed) and simple (the sending device requires a
vibration motor and receiving device requires an accelerometer).
However, it has been shown to be susceptible to acoustic emanations usually produced by the vibration motor. Recent research
introduced a mechanism to defeat these attacks by attempting to
mask the acoustic leakage with deliberate acoustic noises. In this
paper, we pursue a systematic investigation of the security of such
a “noisy vibrational pairing” mechanism in a strong yet realistic
adversarial model where the eavesdropper is co-located with the
victim device(s).
Our contributions are two-fold. First, we show that existing
noisy vibrational pairing mechanisms – based on white noise as the
masking signal – are vulnerable against a co-located eavesdropper (although they may defeat a distant eavesdropper). We build
our attack based on standard signal processing and noise filtering
techniques, and show that it can result in a complete compromise
of pairing security. Second, we propose a defense that bolsters the
masking signal with low-frequency audio tones. We present and address the challenges associated with producing such low-frequency
sounds with current commodity hardware. We show that our defensive approach can not only resist our above attack but is also
robust to more sophisticated, noise filtering and source separation
methods when applicable. We also establish that the insertion of
low-frequency sounds does not affect the receiving device’s capability to sense the vibrations generated by the sending device. The
suggested defense may therefore be used to enhance the security
of noisy vibrational pairing without affecting its performance on a
wide variety of devices.

The wireless radio communication, e.g., Bluetooth, WiFi or
RFID/NFC, is easy to eavesdrop and manipulate, and therefore
a fundamental security goal is to secure this communication channel. “Pairing” refers to the operation of establishing secure communication between two wireless devices, while resisting against
eavesdropping and man-in-the-middle attacks. Pairing is challenging to achieve in practice due to the lack of a global infrastructure
enabling devices to share an on- or off-line trusted third party, a
certification authority, a PKI or any pre-configured secrets.
A well-studied pairing methodology [13] makes use of an auxiliary channel governed by the users operating the devices. Such
auxiliary channels include audio, visual, and vibrational channels.
Unlike the radio communication channels, auxiliary channels are
“human-perceptible”, i.e., the underlying transmission/reception
can be perceived by one or more of human senses.
An interesting approach to pairing devices involves the use of a
vibrational channel, over which the keying material (e.g., a short
PIN) is sent. This PIN may then used as an input to a passwordbased authenticated key agreement (PAKA) protocol [3] to achieve
pairing. This pairing approach is efficient, since only a unidirectional transfer of PIN is needed, and simple, since the sending device
requires a vibration motor and receiving device requires a vibration sensor or an accelerometer. It is therefore suitable for many
pairing contexts, such as pairing between a phone and an RFID
card (e.g., asset tracking tags [8, 19]), two phones, and a phone and
a point-of-sale terminal, to name a few.
A notable instance of such vibrational pairing is a system called
PIN-Vibra [18]. It uses an automated vibrational channel to pair
a personal RFID tag with a mobile phone. The phone generates a
PIN and transmits it to (an accelerometer-equipped) tag through
its vibrations, while the user presses the phone against the tag.
The same channel is later used by the phone to authenticate to,
or activate, the RFID tag and prevent unauthorized reading of the
tag’s information [18]. A similar general approach can be used
on a multitude of other pairing/authentication settings as long as
the sending device has a vibration-generation capability and the
receiving device has a vibration-sensing capability.
However, vibrational pairing in general, and PIN-Vibra in particular, have been subject to acoustic eavesdropping attacks and
shown to be vulnerable [9]. Specifically, [9] demonstrated highly
accurate eavesdropping attacks on PIN-Vibra, from several centimeters to few meters away, in which the acoustic signals are a
by-product of the vibration as a side channel. These attacks thus
serve to call the security of vibrational pairing into question.
Subsequently, recent research [14, 17] introduced a novel strategy to defeat these attacks by attempting to mask the acoustic leakage associated with vibration with the use of deliberate acoustic
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noises.1 The key principle is to selectively jam the acoustic channel
leakage by having the sending device produce deliberate sounds
that would mask the sounds produced by the vibration motor. An
important advantage of such a jamming approach is that the receiving device remains oblivious to the inserted acoustic noises as
it only needs to sense the vibrations (through accelerometer), not
the sounds, to decode the transmitted PIN. This is in contrast to
selective jamming of key material or arbitrary data transmission
over the audio channel [23] itself, where the jamming signal may
also make it error-prone for the receiving device to decode the key
or data signal.

1.1

Our Contributions

In this paper, we pursue a systematic investigation of the security of
the above-mentioned noisy vibrational pairing methodology [14, 17]
under a strong yet realistic adversarial model, where the eavesdropper is co-located with the victim device(s) (i.e., at a distance of
essentially 0 centimeters from the victimized pairing device(s)). A
compromised microphone of the victim device is a prime example
of such a co-located acoustic eavesdropper. We show that noisy vibrational pairing schemes, resistant to close distance attackers, are
completely insecure against co-located attackers. Henceforth, we
propose a new scheme that is resistant against powerful adversaries
such as co-located attackers. Our main contributions underlying
this work are two-fold:
(1) Attacks Against Noisy Vibrational Pairing: We show
that existing noisy vibrational pairing mechanisms [14, 17]
— based on white noise as the masking signal — are vulnerable against a co-located eavesdropper (although they
may defeat a distant eavesdropper). We build our attack
based on standard signal processing and noise filtering
techniques, and show that it can result in a complete compromise of pairing security. The key insight in the vulnerability of white noise based vibrational pairing against
a co-located eavesdropping is that the vibrational motor
creates low-frequency sounds in the frequency band 50Hz250Hz that the white noise can not cloak, thereby exposing
the keying material to the attacker residing right at the
source of these sounds.
(2) New Defense based on Bolstered Noises: We introduce a
defense that carefully bolsters the white noise based masking signal with low-frequency (50Hz-250Hz) audio tones.
We present and address the challenges associated with
producing such low-frequency sounds with current commodity hardware. We show that our defensive approach
can not only resist our attack above but is also robust to
more sophisticated, noise filtering and source separation
methods when applicable. We also establish that the insertion of low-frequency sounds does not affect the receiving
device’s capability to sense the vibrations generated by the
sending device. The suggested defense may therefore be
used to enhance the security of noisy vibrational pairing
without affecting its overall performance on a wide variety
of devices.
1 The

work of [17] focuses on arbitrary yet potentially sensitive communications using
the vibrational channel, not pairing.
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1.2

Outline of the Paper

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details
the background for the work done in this paper and introduce the
co-located eavesdropping threat model. Section 3 demonstrates
the vulnerability of the noisy vibrational pairing mechanisms in
the presence of co-located adversary. Next, Section 4 proposes a
novel defense mechanism that improves upon the security of noisy
vibration pairing even under co-located eavesdroppers. Section 5
follows it up with the summary of the results and possible future
work to be done. Finally, Section 6 provides the take home message
of our work.

2

BACKGROUND AND THREAT MODEL

Prior Work on Vibrational Pairing: The use of auxiliary channels for establishing secure communications has been well-studied
over recent years with the increase in the use of smartphones and
constrained devices, such as RFID cards and POS terminals. The
auxiliary channels, often referred to as Out-of-Band (OOB) channels [13], have the promising characteristic of providing a novel
decentralized mechanism of security unlike the traditional security
approaches based on centrialized entities (e.g., Public-Key Infrastructure or Key Distribution Centers). As a result, there has been
a rise in a number of communication, pairing and authentication
protocols that choose an auxiliary channel for securing the communicated information.
PIN-Vibra [18] proposed a pairing protocol that used vibrations
of a sending device (a phone) to communicate a short PIN to the
receiving device (an RFID card) for pairing. This PIN is later to
be used for unlocking the card using phone, again over the same
vibrational channel. The vibrational communication was based on
a simple “ON-OFF” encoding where the set bits were represented
as vibrations of a predetermined time period and the unset bits
were represented as silence. However, this scheme was shown to
be vulnerable against an acoustic eavesdropping attack in [9]. The
vulnerability of the scheme resulted from acoustic side channel
leakage due to the vibrations of the PIN-transmitting device.
To address such side channel attacks, the work presented in
[14] proposed a “noisy” vibrational key exchange protocol that
utilized a band-limited Gaussian white noise to mask the acoustic
side channel leakage during the key exchange procedure. They
tested the scheme against an acoustic eavesdropping adversary at
a distance of 30cm and against independent component analysis
(ICA) [4] from a distance of 1m, and showed it to be robust to such
an adversary.
Further, in a system called Ripple [17], authors introduced a
vibration based communication scheme that created an anti-noise
signal to cancel out the acoustic side channel leakage. The canceling
signal was boosted with pseudorandom white noise to help mask the
residual data bits that were susceptible to an acoustic side channel
attack while the anti-noise signal was being generated. They tested
the canceling signal’s effectiveness with varying distance by measuring the residual signal’s power. They also evaluated the jamming
signal (white noise) at a very close distance (few centimeters away)
by calculating the correlation coefficient of the actual signal with
the jammed signal that indicated a decrease in correlation with
increase in the power of the jamming signal.
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mechanisms that can abide by such models (a primary goal of our
work in this paper).
An important point to note is that while co-located vibrational
eavesdropping (e.g., through accelerometer readings) is another
form of a viable co-located attack, in this work, our focus is on
co-located acoustic eavesdropping since the audio channel opens
up many different avenues for such eavesdropping (e.g., via an
on-board malware with access to microphone or even a remote
eavesdropper over a voice-based call, as mentioned above).
Finally, in line with the threat model of prior vibrational pairing
schemes [14, 17, 18], we also assume that the attacker does not need
to decode the vibrations online. The eavesdropped vibration sounds
can be processed offline using signal processing algorithms. Also,
the recording is assumed to be done in a noise-free environment
except for the sounds emanating from the communicating devices.

3

Figure 1: Attack setup

Existing and Proposed Threat Models: Prior work on non-noisy
vibrational pairing [18] and noisy vibrational pairing ([2, 14, 17])
follow a threat model that placed the eavesdropping adversary
nearby but at some distance from the victim device (i.e., to the
device(s) being paired). In this paper, we strengthen this threat
model. In particular, we assume the adversary to be co-located with
the transmitter (at a distance 0cm, without touching). We further
extend and strengthen the model to consider multiple co-located
adversaries that may even be co-resident with the victim device.
Another advantage offered by a co-located adversary is more accurate eavesdropping as vibration sounds are susceptible to inbuilt
noise cancellation mechanisms by off the shelf PC microphones
(that have been used in prior attacks [14, 17, 18] as well as in our
analysis in this paper) when the eavesdropping is done at a distance
from the vibrating device. Such a strong threat model could be realized by an adversary by creating a communication setup where the
device transmitting the vibrations is equipped with a microphone
(like a smartphone) that can provide on-board recording capability
to the adversary. In addition, the adversary could have implanted a
tiny listening bug in either of the devices for eavesdropping. This
would require one-time access to the compromised device by the
adversary constituting a lunch-time attack.
Although strong, the model is mostly realistic. For instance,
it could be realized when the victim is trying to pair the device
while on a phone or VoIP call, in which case the entity at the other
end of the call may surreptitiously eavesdrop over the vibrational
sounds. Another scenario for this threat model involves a malicious
application trying to access the microphone of the involved devices
for the purpose of eavesdropping. Since both the transmitter and
the receiver need to be in physical contact with each other from
transmitting data through vibrations, unauthorized access to either device’s microphone would qualify as the threat model for a
co-located eavesdropping adversary. Compromising the devices
by attaching a small listening device can also be achieved through
products available in the market [11]. We emphasize that it is important to consider stronger adversarial models and design security
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ATTACKING EXISTING VIBRATIONAL
PAIRING SCHEMES

In this section, we will demonstrate an attack on noisy defense
mechanisms under the threat model with a co-located adversary as
described in Section 2. We borrow the idea of using white noise as
the masking signal that is used to mitigate acoustic eavesdropping
attacks as proposed in [14] and [17]. We will also reuse the basic
principles from the acoustic eavesdropping attack on the PIN-Vibra
scheme as detailed by Halevi et al.[9].

3.1

Overview of the Attack

An acoustic eavesdropping attack in our studies involves an adversary eavesdropping on the audio leakage from the two devices
in communication with each other. The audio leakage from the
communication refers to the sound emanating from the vibration
of the device acting as a transmitter.
The vibrations in a phone is caused by a tiny electric motor
residing inside the device. The motor has a weight mounted offcenter on a shaft and when the motor spins, the off-center mounted
weight produces the vibrations. When the transmitter in the PINVibra scheme produces vibrations in a unique pattern specified by
the scheme, the resulting sound is recorded by the adversary.
The recorded sound is processed by the adversary in the frequency domain using signal processing algorithms. Various features exist that can characterize unique patterns in an audio signal
like Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) and Mel-Frequency Cepstral
Coefficient (MFCC). These features are used to identify the timings
of the vibrations thereby revealing the pattern of the vibrations
that lead to the data being transferred. We will begin with the
recreation of an attack on a vibration based pairing scheme such as
PIN-Vibra and then evaluate the effectiveness of the attack against
the proposed defense measures in [14] and [17].

3.2

Attack Experiment Setup

In our experiments, we implement the PIN encoding algorithm
as detailed in [18]. The algorithm converts a 4-digit PIN to its
equivalent 14-bit binary string and adds a preamble “110” to
the binary string. For example, “4562” would be converted to
“11001000111010010” after the addition of the preamble (each digit
is converted to its four bit binary equivalent). Each bit that is set
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Figure 2: Frequency spectrogram for audio recorded at a distance 0cm. Intensity in
the top graph is proportional to energy in the frequency band. Sum of the FFT coefficients indicates the estimated energy at the time instant.

(i.e. “1”) is encoded as a vibration lasting 200 ms while an unset bit
(i.e. “0”) is encoded a silence lasting 200 ms. The total duration for
the PIN transmission is (14 + 3) × 200 ms = 3.4 seconds.
In our attack setup (Figure 1), we used a set of Motorola
Droid™ X2 smartphones as the communicating devices, with one
acting as the transmitter and the other as the receiver. To record
the audio generated from the vibrations, we used a Dynex PC microphone and Matlab’s signal processing tools for processing of
the recorded audio. The microphone is placed almost touching
to the vibrating device in order to record the vibration sounds at
the closest possible distance for emulating a co-located adversary.
The on-board microphone can also be used for this purpose as per
detailed in our threat model described in Section 2.
To complete the noisy vibrational pairing setup, we also implemented the defense measures as proposed in [14]. The defense
measure in [14] utilized band limited Gaussian white noise that
lies in the same frequency range as the audio leakage from the
vibrations. It is used as the masking sound to hide the acoustic leakage from the vibrations. The masking sound was generated as the
transmitting device starts the communication with the receiving
device for pairing.
On the side of the attacker that has the capability to process
the eavesdropped audio signal offline, we also used the “Noise
Reduction” feature of the audio processing tool Audacity to filter
out the noise and reveal part or whole of the audio leakage. This
feature allows the selection of a small portion of the audio signal
consisting of the noise only to build a noise profile that is then
filtered from the whole audio signal.

3.3

Effectiveness of the Attack

As per the threat model detailed in Section 2, we recorded vibration
sounds superimposed by the masking sound at a distance of 0cm.
We also recorded vibration sounds at a distance of 10cm for comparing it with the co-located adversary scenario. Figure 2 and Figure
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Figure 3: Frequency spectrogram for audio recorded at a distance 10cm. Intensity
in the top graph is proportional to energy in the frequency band. Sum of the FFT
coefficients indicates the estimated energy at the time instant.

3 represent the frequency spectrum of the eavesdropped signal at
distances 0cm (as per our threat model) and 10cm (similar to [14]).
The frequency spectrum revealed that masking sound may be able
to hide the audio leakage due to the vibrations from an adversary
eavesdropping at a distance. However, for a co-located adversary,
the masking sound was unable to hide the audio leakage resulting
from the vibrations at the lower frequency range of 50Hz-250Hz.
In the lower graph presented in Figure 2 depicting the sum of
FFT coefficients in the frequency range 50Hz-250Hz plotted against
time, a suitable threshold was chosen to identify the beginning of a
vibration. Then we calculated the mean sum of FFT coefficients over
time intervals of 0.2 seconds. The mean sum of FFT coefficients
is used as a representative of the energy contained in that time
interval. If the energy was above the threshold, the interval was
believed to have contained a vibration sound and is therefore labeled
as “1” else it was deemed to be a silence period and labeled “0”
accordingly. This approach led us to to the decoded binary string
“11001000111010010” i.e. “4562” for the audio captured in Figure 2.
Roy et al. in their work Ripple [17] used an anti noise signal to
cancel out the vibration sounds for minimizing the audio leakage.
The anti noise signal initially started with a sampling frequency
that put the fundamental frequency of the anti noise signal higher
than the frequency of the vibration sounds. However, there existed
a phase difference between the anti noise signal and the vibration
sounds which led to the existence of some residual vibration sounds
till the time the phase of the anti noise signal matched with the
vibration sounds for canceling out the vibration sounds.
While the anti noise signal may be able to cancel out the vibration
sounds, some residual vibration sounds still existed at the beginning of the transmission. These residual vibration sounds have the
potential of leaking out bits of information to an eavesdropping
adversary. For this purpose, Ripple [17] used pseudorandom noise
as a jamming signal to mask the residual vibration sounds. Yet, as
we have demonstrated in our experiments, white noise (same as
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they lacked the required low-frequency components contained in
the audio leakage. Hence, they offered no better protection over the
white noise masking signal and neither did the combination of both
the white noise and fake vibration sounds (due to their inefficiency
at lower frequency range).
The lack of low-frequency components in the fake vibration
signal implored us to explore software based solutions for improving the quality of the audio playback to recover the desired lowfrequency response. Since, our device ran on Android platform,
we utilized audio effects and controls offered by the platform via
AudioTrack API (Application Programming Interface) but no improvements were observed and boosting the signal only resulted in
clipping of the audio signal, a phenomenon explained below:
Figure 4: Frequency spectrogram of real vibration sounds mixed with fake vibrations
sounds. Intensity in the graph is proportional to energy in the frequency band.

pseudorandom noise) alone was inadequate to mask the vibration
sounds. Hence, we needed to explore further options to bolster the
white noise masking signal in order to mitigate an eavesdropping
attack from a co-located adversary.

4

NOVEL DEFENSE BASED ON
LOW-FREQUENCY NOISE

In this section, we would try to strengthen the white noise to mask
the vibration sounds at the lower frequency band of 50Hz-250Hz
against a co-located adversary. We would also detail the challenges
faced in the implementation of the proposed masking signal with
the attack setup described in Section 3. Lastly, we would evaluate
the efficiency of the proposed masking signal against sophisticated
attacks and its effect on vibrational sensors of the receiving device.

4.1

Masking with White Noise and
Low-Frequency Tones

As observed in the previous section, the white noise alone proved
ineffective at masking low-frequency vibration sounds. In order to
overcome this shortcoming, we considered other signals that could
prove effective at masking audio leakage at low frequencies. We
tried to add acoustically similar vibration sounds to the white noise
to confuse the adversary between the real vibration sounds and
the pre-recorded vibration sounds that were played along with the
white noise.
We recorded vibrations of the Droid X2 phone from our setup
with the inbuilt microphone, with the phone placed on a glass surface. Ripple [17] indicated a glass plate as producing the strongest
side channel leakage when the vibrating device is placed on it. This
motivated us to record the vibrations on a glass surface (henceforth
referred as fake vibration sounds) as stronger the vibration sounds,
stronger would be their recording, producing similar effect as actual
vibration sounds when played back during the pairing process.
After recording fake vibration sounds, we played it on the device during the pairing process to gauze the similarity of the fake
vibration sounds with the audio leakage of real vibration on the frequency spectrum. Figure 4 shows the resulting frequency spectrum.
As it is clear from the spectrum that while fake vibration sounds
matched the audio leakage from the real vibration to most extent,

Non Linearity: This phenomenon is widely encountered in electrical circuits e.g. an amplifier, where the generated output signal
strength is not directly proportional to the input signal strength.
The ratio of the output signal strength to input signal strength, also
called “gain” depends upon the input signal strength.
Clipping: This phenomenon occurs due to distortion of the
waveform when an amplifier is over-driven by trying to produce
an output signal, the strength of which is beyond the specified
limits of the amplifier. This causes the signal to be clipped at the
limits resulting in a distorted wave. A side effect of clipping is the
introduction of harmonics of the signal at higher frequencies.
The next choice in our experiments was to generate tones in
the desired frequency range and add them to the white noise to
obfuscate the audio leakage from the vibration sounds. For this
purpose, we used the Tone Generator function in Audacity™ along
with the Noise generator and used “mix and render” functionality
to produce the combined signal that is a mixture of white noise
and a sinusoidal tone of 150Hz. The resulting observations are
shown in Figure 5. As Figure 5 shows, there was no masking at
lower frequency band despite the introduction of a low-frequency
(150Hz) tone. In particular, there was no presence of the tone at the
intended frequency level. This behavior was similar to that of fake
vibration sounds which also lacked the low-frequency components
present in the audio leakage.
Since, software based solutions offered no improvement, the
reasonable explanation for this behavior was the inefficiency of
speaker to correctly reproduce sounds at low frequencies. We
further investigated the issue by trying to reproduce various lowfrequency sounds on two devices: Motorola Droid™ X2 and LG™ G4
smartphones. Droid X2 is an old smartphone, first released in 2011
whereas G4 is one of the latest devices announced in 2015.
During our attempts to reproduce low-frequency tones while
testing the speakers of both old (Droid X2) and new (LG G4) devices, we re-encountered the non-linear behavior of the speaker
response. The output audio signal for low-frequency tones was
very low, barely registering on the microphone. Any attempts to
increase the gain would inadvertently result in clipping of the signal producing unwanted harmonics at higher frequency levels with
no improvement at the intended low frequency. We expected better performance from LG G4 smartphone featuring an improved
speaker but the results were only slightly better (Figure 6). The
speaker was barely an improvement over the Droid X2 speaker
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Figure 5: Frequency spectrogram for the vibrations recorded by Droid X2.
Intensity in the graph is proportional to energy in the frequency band.

suffering from the same drawbacks of non linearity and clipping aspects of the system. Since, the inbuilt speakers of the smartphones
did not fulfill our purpose, we turned to other setups where we could
obtain better speaker quality for improved sound reproduction.

4.2

Modified Setting

While smartphone speakers may be limited in their capacity to
reproduce low frequency sounds (sub 300Hz), we can try to boost
their capabilities by complementing them with better hardware.
Such an approach has been used in the industry by introducing
a case like system with built-in speakers and/or a separate audio
engine to boost the quality of smartphone’s speaker [1, 16, 22].
While [1] and [22] are geared towards iPhones, [16] is offered as
an accessory for Moto Z™ family of phones. These accessories can
be put on as a case on the phone (Figure 18).
We simulated the concept by taping a small portable speaker
to our device and playing the sound through it. This setup also
emulated the scenario where the receiving device could have an
inbuilt powerful speaker like a payment terminal or high end media
devices e.g. a smart television.
For our experiments, we used three different portable speakers Altec™[15], Sony SRS-XB2™[20] and JBL™[12]. The frequency
specifications for the tested speakers are presented in Table 1. In order to test the effectiveness of speakers in producing low frequency
sounds, we played a 150Hz sinusoidal tone through each speaker
and observed the recorded signal in frequency domain (Figure 7).
The tone for each speaker is denoted by a yellow band present at
the lower end of the spectrum. The data cursors for each of the
speakers demonstrate that a tone of 150HZ produces response in
the range 86Hz-344Hz. Since a tone below 150Hz distorted the
response from Altec speaker, we used 150Hz tone in our next stage
of experiment.
In our experiment, the speaker was connected (via an audio
cable or bluetooth) and attached to the smartphone. Rest of the
experimental setup was similar to our previous attack experiment
(Section 3) under similar threat model (Section 2). The masking
sound that was used to obfuscate audio leakage was a mix of white
noise and a low-frequency tone (150Hz). We generated two separate
tracks containing white noise (generated using noise generator
functionality in Audacity) and 150 Hz tone (generated using tone
generator functionality in Audacity) which were then mixed and
rendered to form a new track. The low-frequency tone helped in
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Figure 6: Frequency spectrogram for the vibrations recorded by LG G4.
Intensity in the graph is proportional to energy in the frequency band.

masking the low frequencies of the audio leakage while the white
noise spread across rest of the frequency spectrum masked the
audio leakage at higher frequencies.
During our experiments, we observed the effectiveness of masking signal against co-located adversary. We also observed the effect
of sound level of the masking signal in the event of clipping. This
was of particular importance as we were operating around the
lowest frequency response for some of the tested speakers.
Table 1: Frequency response for tested speakers

Speaker
Altec Lansing Mini H2O Speaker
JBL Clip Portable Bluetooth Speaker
Sony SRS-XB2 Speaker

Frequency Response
(in Hz)
Not specified
160-20,000
20-20,000

The results for the portable speaker are shown in Figure 8, 9 and
12. The frequency spectrum did not show the presence of audio
leakage resulting from vibrations, particularly at low frequencies
(50Hz-250Hz). The graph of the sum of FFT coefficients vs time
showed that the quality of audio leakage degraded to an extent that
it became very hard to choose a suitable threshold to determine a
constant period of vibration. While the spikes in the graph may
indicate towards presence of vibration, the resulting pattern could
not be decoded into a valid PIN making the detection infeasible.
This observation showed that external portable speaker had the
required sound reproduction quality that was found lacking on the
inbuilt smartphone speakers. We also measured the sound level
of the masking signals via a sound level measurement application
for Android phone and recorded the sound level at a distance of
10cm. We observed that the optimal sound level for producing
low-frequency sound of an amplitude sufficient to mask the audio
leakage from vibration sounds was around 58 decibels. This sound
level is approximately equal that of conversational speech and thus
not considered harmful to the human ear.

4.3

Security under Sophisticated Attacks

In this section, we will evaluate the masking effectiveness of the
white noise boosted with low-frequency tones against some attack
vectors that may be used by the adversary for a more sophisticated
analysis of the eavesdropped signal. The attack techniques that we
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(c) Sony

SRS-XB2 speaker

Figure 7: Frequency response for tested speakers for 150Hz tone (data cursor indicates X as time instant, Y as frequency in Hz and Z as power/energy estimate)

will discuss here would involve noise filtering and source separation
techniques.

to possess the ability of producing bass rich (low frequency) sounds
for effectively masking vibration sounds.

4.3.1 Noise Filtering: The defense mechanisms that we studied
till now, relied on deliberate injection of a masking signal in the
environment for obfuscating the audio leakage during vibrational
pairing. From the adversary’s point of view, the masking signal was
the noise accompanying the audio leakage (that was to be acquired
and decoded). Hence, the adversary could try to remove or suppress
the noise using noise removal algorithms.
As per our threat model in Section 2, a co-located adversary had
the ability to process the eavesdropped signal offline and could try
to recover the information from the audio leakage. We repeated
the attack experiment (Section 3) according to our threat model
(Section 2) with the masking signal comprising of white noise with
a low-frequency tone of 150Hz that was capable of masking the
audio leakage from the vibrations at the low-frequency bands as
detailed previously.
To evaluate the efficiency of our masking signal against noise
filtering, we applied the noise reduction technique called “spectral
noise gating” to the eavesdropped signal. This technique is used
in most of the audio processing software tools like Audacity™. We
chose a short sample from the eavesdropped signal as the noise
profile and applied it to the signal to be removed as noise. This
process could be repeated multiple times until satisfactory results
were obtained. The results are shown in Figure 10, Figure 11 and
Figure 13. Figure 11 and Figure 13 showed no indication of the audio
leakage from the vibrations in part of the frequency spectrum.
This affirmed the effectiveness of masking signal at hiding the
audio leakage from the vibrations. Figure 10 showed some residual
leakage after noise filtering that we were unable to confirm as a
part of the transmitted PIN. Since we had no knowledge about the
frequency response for Altec speakers, we attribute the residual
leakage result to audio distortion at lower frequency level in this
speaker. Both JBL speaker and Sony speakers are advertised as
having a good bass performance and the Sony speaker has an
additional functionality to boost bass performance that helps in
preventing audio distortion at lower frequency levels. This analysis
serves to highlight the requirement of the proposed defense method

4.3.2 Source Separation Analysis: In our modified defense design, we introduced an external speaker with the existing setup to
produce the masking sound. In case of an on-board speaker existing
on one of the devices, we assumed the location of the speaker to be
close enough to the vibration device (as the devices are touching
each other) to be of any significance against source separation attacks. However, with an external speaker (even at 0cm), there exists
a chance that an adversary may be able to separate the masking
signal from the audio leakage from the vibrations as the two sounds
were generated from two different sources.
There exist two statistical techniques that allow us to separate
multiple unknown signal sources by analyzing several recordings
of the mixed signal taken at the same time. The process to separate
multiple unknown sources from a set of mixture of the source signals is referred as Blind Source Separation (BSS) [5]. Two common
methods that are used to implement BSS are Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) and Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [4].
PCA is helpful when the data consists of Gaussian variables, however ICA is useful for non Gaussian data and utilizes higher order
statistics for source separation. In our setup, the masking signal
makes the raw data very noisy hence ICA being the more powerful
tool is applied for source separation.
We used the same attack setup with the modified defense as in
Section 4.2 and added another microphone approximately equidistant (but still at a distance of 0cm) from the setup as the original
eavesdropping microphone to simulate multiple colocated adversary. We used the FastICA algorithm [10] for source separation
and plotted the resulting sources on the frequency spectrum. As
Figure 14 and Figure 15 show, the two sources as per approximated
by the FastICA algorithm did not seem to contain the vibrations
in the low-frequency range of 50Hz-250Hz. Both the sound source
seemed to be variations of white noise which indicated that the
audio leakage from the vibrations of the transmitting device was
completely masked and could not be detected by FastICA. Thus our
defense mechanism seems resistant against an adversary equipped
with BSS techniques.
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Figure 8: Frequency spectrogram of the audio signal in presence of masking
sound from Altec speaker. Intensity in the graph is proportional to energy
in the frequency band. Sum of the FFT coefficients indicates the estimated
energy at the time instant.

Figure 9: Frequency spectrogram of the audio signal in presence of masking
sound from JBL speaker. Intensity in the graph is proportional to energy in
the frequency band. Sum of the FFT coefficients indicates the estimated energy
at the time instant.

Figure 10: Frequency spectrogram of the audio signal in presence of masking
sound from Altec speaker after noise filtering. Intensity in the graph is
proportional to energy in the frequency band. Sum of the FFT coefficients
indicates the estimated energy at the time instant.

Figure 11: Frequency spectrogram of the audio signal in presence of masking
sound from JBL speaker after noise filtering. Intensity in the graph is proportional
to energy in the frequency band. Sum of the FFT coefficients indicates the estimated
energy at the time instant.

Effect on Vibrational Sensing

In a pairing mechanism based on vibrations like PIN-Vibra [18],
the receiving device uses its accelerometer to read the vibrations
and then decode it based on the protocol. The masking signal,
proposed in this work, comprised of a low-frequency tone along
with the white noise. The bass effect of the low-frequency tone
has a tendency to produce deep rumbling sounds that have the
capability of producing faint vibrations in the speaker. This effect
may negatively affect the accelerometer readings of the receiving
device that could have an negative impact on the accuracy of the
vibrational decoding and thereby the success of the pairing process.
In order to test the impact of the masking signal on the ability of
the receiving device to decode the vibrations correctly, we collected
accelerometer readings in the background on the receiving device
during the vibrational pairing in the presence of masking signal (as
proposed in Section 4.2). We plotted the accelerometer readings (a
scalar component derived from the three axes of the accelerometer)
against time and the results are shown in Figure 16 and Figure 17.

If we compare the two figures, we do not see any noticeable effect
of the masking signal on the accelerometer readings. The only
evidence of the masking signal is the slight wiggle of the baseline
accelerometer reading during the 8 seconds of time including the 3.4
seconds of the PIN transmission via vibrations. Thus, we conclude
that the masking signal does not deteriorate the decoding accuracy
of the receiving device while enhancing the security by obfuscating
the audio leakage resulting from the vibrations at the same time.

5

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Summary of Results: We showed the vulnerability of the noisy
vibrational pairing mechanism against a co-located adversary that
can accurately determine the pairing key by eavesdropping on the
audio leakage emanating from the vibrating device. In particular,
we determined that white noise alone is insufficient in masking the
audio leakage of the vibrations from a co-located eavesdropping
adversary at lower frequency range of 50Hz-250Hz.
We then showed that the inadequacy of white noise in masking
the audio leakage at low frequency range could be remedied by
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Figure 12: Frequency spectrogram of the audio signal in presence of masking
sound from Sony SRS-XB2 speaker. Intensity in the graph is proportional to
energy in the frequency band. Sum of the FFT coefficients indicates the
estimated energy at the time instant.

adding a low-frequency sound like a sinusoidal tone of appropriate
frequency (150Hz in our work). We also found out that it is not
possible to generate the required low frequency sounds in all types
of devices where the frequency response of the inbuilt speaker
may not be enough for our requirements. We offered a solution by
allowing a more powerful, yet low-cost, external speaker co-located
with the device in our setup that would generate the required
masking signal. We further showed that this defense design had no
side effects on the decoding ability of the receiving device (if the
speaker is co-located with the receiver) and the defense mechanism
adequately serves its purpose.
We also tested our proposed defense mechanism against noise
filtering and blind source separation attacks. The results suggested
that noise filtering is ineffective in removing the masking signal
from the audio leakage of vibrations. Similar results were obtained
against blind source separation attacks (ICA), further establishing
the extent of security offered by the proposed defense mechanism.
Based on our tested speakers and the speakers inbuilt in current
generation of smartphones, we find that there exists a significant
gap in performance of an external speaker and speakers generally
found in smartphones. Smartphone speakers are not built to deliver
a bass enriched sound as this may require additional hardware
making the phone bulky. Solutions like [1], [22], and [16] are
designed to overcome this deficiency by adding an external speaker
designed as a cover for the smartphones. JBL Soundboost speaker,
as a part of moto mods [16], boasts of a frequency response range
of 200Hz-20kHz. While this specification still falls short of the
frequency response range for the JBL Clip speaker [12] and Sony
SRS-XB2 speaker [20] as shown in Table 1, we believe that it is not
far-fetched to assume that such a speaker case can be designed that
is free from audio distortion and clipping at low frequency ranges
thereby presenting a practical defense against coresident adversary.
Pairing Application Settings: Since our proposed defense system
relies upon a good quality speaker with frequency response in
the low frequency range (50Hz-250Hz), the most suitable settings
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Figure 13: Frequency spectrogram of the audio signal in presence of masking
sound from Sony SRS-XB2 speaker after noise filtering. Intensity in the graph
is proportional to energy in the frequency band. Sum of the FFT coefficients
indicates the estimated energy at the time instant.

where it would be applicable is in pairing scenarios where the
receiving device is equipped with a good quality speaker. Such
pairing scenarios could involve a phone and a bluetooth speaker,
a phone and a POS terminal, or an upgraded phone (with a case
having powerful inbuilt speakers) and another device.
Other Masking Sounds: While the masking signal in the proposed work used low frequency sinusoidal tones for masking the
audio leakage at lower frequency range, there may be other possible
sounds that can be used for achieving similar effect. Human voice,
drum beats and bass guitar chords are just some of the examples
that should be tested in future work for their effectiveness at masking. A probable drawback for these sounds would be their discrete
nature, potentially making it easier for an attacker to identify and
filter them out.
Multiple Co-located Eavesdroppers: A possible avenue for compromising the proposed defense system is the triangulation attack
[7] that classifies each sound source based on the difference in the
time of arrival at multiple equidistant adversaries. However, there
are two major limitations to this attack when applied to the pairing
design: 1) triangulation attack lacks sufficient granularity to distinguish sound sources that may be located very close to each other. In
the pairing setup, the transmitting and the receiving device are in
contact with each other. In addition, the vibration sound does not
have a single source, rather the transmitting device vibrates while
in contact with the receiving device. 2) To increase the effectiveness
of the triangulation attack, multiple co-located adversaries would
be needed. In a pairing process, the devices would most likely have
at the most two microphones (one on each device) for a co-located
adversary (such as a resident malware) to exploit. This limitation
reduces the effectiveness of the triangulation attack against the
proposed defense mechanism.
Arbitrary Vibrational Communications: Our work focused on
the security of the vibrational pairing schemes like PIN-Vibra [18].
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Figure 14: Frequency spectrogram for Source A after application of ICA.
Intensity in the graph is proportional to energy in the frequency band.

Figure 15: Frequency spectrogram for Source B after application of ICA.
Intensity in the graph is proportional to energy in the frequency band.
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Figure 16: Peaks in accelerometer reading (without masking sound)

However, vibrations could also be used for arbitrary communications (Ripple [17]) that reach beyond the scope of the short duration
pairing application. The masking signal that we proposed in this
paper is suited for short transmissions like pairing devices. With
arbitrary communications, the time taken for the communication
to last could be much longer, affecting the usability of the system.
It would also be worthwhile to explore other options, like the antinoise signal proposed in Ripple [17]. We excluded it from the pairing
scenario because creating an anti-noise signal is a computationally
exhaustive task on constrained devices and might take more time
than the actual time taken for the pairing process to complete. If
time is not a limiting factor, an anti-noise signal might prove to
be a better suited alternative than the proposed masking signal.
Another potential for arbitrary secure vibrational communication
may involve the use of masking sounds that would not distract the
user. A comprehensive future investigation is necessary to extend
our work to the arbitrary communication contexts.
Other Security Applications: The proposed defense mechanism
in this work can be used to bolster the security of other authentication schemes, such as VibraPass [6], that use vibrations from
the user’s device to resist observation and shoulder-surfing attacks
during password or PIN entry. However, a threat model similar to
ours that involves co-located acoustic eavesdropping may determine the pattern of the vibrations thereby invalidating the security
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Figure 17: Peaks in accelerometer reading (after addition of masking sound via external speaker)

of the scheme. Further work is need to evaluate these scenarios in
such authentication schemes and analyze the applicability of our
work (both attacks and defenses).

6

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we emphasized the need for appropriately chosen
acoustic noises to mask the sounds of vibration in vibrational pairing schemes. We considered acoustic eavesdroppers co-located
with the device(s) being paired, and demonstrated that white noise
alone as a masking signal, proposed in prior literature, is insufficient
to cloak the acoustic emanations against such strong-yet-realistic
attackers. On the positive side, we further showed that carefully
incorporating low-frequency noises to the white noise signal serves
as a viable defense even against co-located eavesdropping attacks.
While current breed of smartphones may not be capable of producing such low-frequency sounds, the use of emerging phone
cases that are equipped with better speakers, good-quality speakers
present on the other pairing device, low-cost external speakers or
even next generation smartphones would address this limitation.
The proposed defense can help secure vibrational pairing against
acoustic side channel eavesdropping, near or far, without undermining the overall performance of the vibrational decoding or the
system efficiency and usability.
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